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 If JVM is not detected it may be that you do not have installed JRE/JDK/J2SE(32 bit or 64 bit). Warning : You should always
include the line that says "Exe4j Configuration" in your setup of Exe4j because if you leave this empty it will override your

configuration settings. Otherwise you will get JVM warnings. The most time consuming task, is to check that JVM is installed
correctly in the system. This is a very specific Java problem and you should always do this before proceed any further with the

wizard. Once the JVM is installed properly you can check if everything is right with your Exe4j by creating a simple "Hello
World" application. Tip : You can enable the "All JREs" check box to check all available JREs on your machine. This is a more
robust method but will take much longer than just checking if JVM is installed correctly. If JVM is not installed correctly you
will get JVM warnings. If you get these warnings just close the wizard and try again. You can also execute the wizard multiple
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times. What are JVM warnings? There are three kinds of warnings and you should always try to get rid of them. 1) JVM
warning : This is a warning about missing feature of JVM that cannot be used by Exe4j. You will see these messages in the log

and it is very important to remove them. 2) Exe4j Configuration warning : This is a warning about conflicts with the Java
environment and it will show up in the wizard and in the log. You should always try to solve them before proceeding any

further. 3) Exe4j test warning : You can try to execute the test by right clicking on the exe4j_test.jar. But after finishing this
process you will not be able to install the application because you will see the following error in the console : [ERROR] - Result:

1 [ERROR] - Exe4j Test Complete [INFO] - Exe4j Test Failed The problem is that this test application will try to connect to
the Oracle DB by trying to connect to the "oracle" user that does not exists in the database. So you cannot install this application.

The reason why you will be able to execute the setup wizard multiple times is that you are probably using the same JDBC
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